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Abstract*
This paper explores the role of providing information on the educational outcomes of
municipal schools to voters on their electoral behavior in elections in which the incumbent
mayor is running for reelection in Chile. We designed and implemented a randomized
experiment whereby we sent 128,033 letters to voters with: (i) information on past test scores
for local public schools (levels and changes), and (ii) different yardsticks, specifically the
average and maximum test scores for comparable municipalities. We find that providing
information of the relative performance affects turnout, which translates almost one-to-one
into votes for the incumbent mayor, and produces spillovers on the election of local
councilors. Results are concentrated in polling stations where most voters had already
participated in previous elections. They are especially strong when educational results are
bad and in stations that had stronger support for the incumbent mayor in the previous election,
reducing turnout and thus votes for the incumbent. JEL Codes: D72, H75, I25.
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Introduction
The idea that citizens may electorally punish politicians who do a poor job is considered a
key feature of democracy. However, poor governance abounds around the world, and it often
does so with electoral support. Why this happens is still an open question in the literature (for
a review of this see Olken and Pande 2013 and World Bank 2016). A relevant hypothesis for
explaining poor governance is that citizens may lack information to adequately assess
politicians. Several experimental papers study this hypothesis, often with a focus on
corruption (e.g. Ferraz and Finan 2008, de Figuereido et al. 2011, Chong et al. 2015, Larreguy
et al. 2020), and mainly in low-income countries (e.g. Banerjee et al. 2011, Humphreys and
Weinstein 2012, Adida et al. 2016, Buntaine et al. 2018). The first motivation of this paper
is to explore the electoral effect of providing voters with information about local
governmental outcomes — in particular, educational outcomes — in an emerging country
with a consolidated democracy where local governments oversee the management of public
schools. To this end, we designed and implemented a randomized intervention, whereby we
sent voters a letter containing information about education outcomes (test scores) in their
municipality under the current mayor.1
The impact of providing voters with information may also depend on how information is
presented. Thus, the second motivation of this paper is, more generally, to better understand
the role of that presentation. For this purpose, each letter presents information on two
indicators: test scores in levels (corrected to make them comparable across municipalities,
given differences in socioeconomic conditions) and changes. In addition, we varied the
benchmark used to compare the outcomes of the municipality for both indicators by randomly
assigning whether voters received an average benchmark (local results compared to the
outcomes of the average municipality) or a tougher benchmark (compared to the outcomes
of the best performing municipality). While the average treatment provides a reference, we
expect the maximum treatment to be a more stringent benchmark. Indeed, Gottlieb (2016)
finds that raising citizens' expectations by providing information on the government's

Exploring the role of providing information to voters regarding education outcomes is especially
important because of relevant informational frictions in educational outcomes. For instance, parents are
usually misinformed about schools' results (see recent evidence for Chile in Allende et al., 2019). This
point reinforces this paper’s motivation.
1
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capacity and responsibility increases the chances of sanctioning poor performance (Cruz et
al., 2018 find similar results). However, at the same time, previous research suggests that
providing “too good” yardsticks may be counter-productive, as it may reinforce the idea of
underlying heterogeneity in individual outcomes (e.g. Nguyen, 2007).
We focus on a sample of 59 large, urban municipalities in Chile, where the incumbent mayor
is running for reelection.2 The database includes 22,385 polling stations with an average of
334 registered voters each. We randomize the treatments at the polling station level,
considering strata composed by the municipality and the gender composition of polling
stations. We allocated 200 stations to the “average” benchmark and 200 to the “maximum”
benchmark, leaving 21,985 polling stations in the control group. Nearly 20% of the stations
were created after an electoral reform in 2012, which changed voting from mandatory to
voluntary, and voter registration from voluntary to automatic. Non-registered citizens as of
2012 were mostly assigned to new polling stations. These voters had no previous electoral
experience as of 2012. We study whether our results vary by old and new polling stations, to
identify whether the treatments have different effects for people with different histories of
voting behavior (e.g., see Plutzer, 2002, Gerber et al. 2003, and de Kadt 2017 on habitual
versus non-habitual voters). Relatedly, we also explore whether the impact of the treatment
is different based on the station’s support for the incumbent in the previous election.
We have five main sets of results. First, voters from old and new polling stations react
differently to information. In old polling stations, were voters have more electoral experience,
we find that being informed of the relative performance affects turnout, which translates
almost one-to-one into votes for the incumbent. Results are especially strong when
educational results are bad, reducing turnout and the incumbent’s vote. In other words, voters
punish mayors with poor outcomes by not going to vote for them. There are also spillovers
to the election of local councilors, where we find equivalent results. The size of the effect is
important: moving from the 50th to the 75th percentile in educational performance increases

There are 345 municipalities in Chile. We select municipalities with at least 50,000 people, less than
20% of them living in rural areas, and with a mayor who is running again. We focus on this sample
because educational data is more reliable as the number of students grows and we needed a minimum
number of polling stations per municipality to minimize the chances of altering the election results.
2
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turnout by about 2 percentage points and support for the incumbent by around 1.5 percentage
points.
Second, these results are concentrated in the treatment group that received average
performance letters. This suggests that too stringent standards may not be relevant for voters.
As well, voters respond to educational results in levels, and not to changes in results. Third,
we control for perceptions of public school quality at the polling station level taken from a
universal survey of parents of students of certain degrees and find that our results are driven
by “news” (i.e. the part that is orthogonal to priors), as expected. Fourth, while we lack the
statistical power to find statistically significant heterogeneities in treatment effects, results
for old polling stations seem to be mainly driven by stations with older people, ones with
previously high support for the incumbent, and in poor municipalities. In turn, we do not find
relevant differences by the station’s gender composition, incumbent’s coalition, municipality
size, the share of students in public schools, or the incumbent’s campaign spending. Finally,
our results for voters in new polling stations, e.g. newer voters, are less clear. Nevertheless,
they seem to suggest that, if anything, voters react more to reciving letters, than to the
information contained. Differences between old and new polling stations are consistent with
previous research on differences in behavior between habitual voters and nonvoters (e.g.,
Gerber and Green, 2017).
Our paper makes several contributions to the literature. First, we identify the causal impacts
of providing voters with information on performance in terms of outcomes (and not just
inputs) produced by local politicians. This is one of the first experimental papers providing
information on measures of outcomes of locally elected politicians; in particular, regarding
education performance. A few papers exploit disclosure of public school outcomes in Brazil
and present quasi-experimental evidence on the effects of this on local elections (Dias and
Ferraz, 2019; Firpo et al., 2017; and Toral, 2016). Relatedly, de Kadt and Lieberman (2017)
present negative correlations between public service delivery and support for the incumbent,
also in a quasi-experimental setting. 3

In a related result, Romero et al. (2017) find that informing voters on the outcomes of a “successful”
education reform in Liberia, plus the presidential and legislative candidates‘ stands on this policy, lead
voters in competitive districts to be more likely to report voting for candidates from parties that
supported the policy.
3
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Second, we present evidence from Chile, a country with relatively strong democratic
institutions — stronger than Brazil, Liberia, or Uganda, countries that are often studied in the
articles mentioned above — so this research provides evidence on accountability for
educational outcomes in a more consolidated democracy. Third, we add to the literature on
the effects of how information is provided to voters in two dimensions: (i) on whether
information is in levels or changes and (ii) on what are the relevant benchmarks considered
by voters. This is a key topic because, from a conceptual perspective, voters’ responses to
new information depend on the yardsticks they have available. 4 It is even possible that some
of the null results of information found in the literature (e.g. Dunning et al. 2019) arise out
of not providing information that is relevant to or easily understood by voters, and not
because people do not care about information overall. Fourth, intervening at the polling
station level implies a clear advantage with respect to most papers in the literature, which
intervene at more aggregate levels, such as the precinct, slum, or village level (Banerjee, A.
et al., 2011; De Figueiredo, M. et al., 2011; Chong, A. et al., 2015; Gottlieb, J., 2016; and
Arias, E. et al., 2018). Similarly, we use a polling-station-level measure of voters prior beliefs
about educational outcomes, which is more fine-grained than in previous research. Finally,
we also contribute to the literature on different effects for voters based on their previous
voting experience by showing that those who have voted in the past respond the most to
information on the incumbent’s performance. A possible explanation for this finding may be
that previous voters are more likely to be part of the incumbent’s constituency, which we
show is more responsive to their elected mayor’s performance.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on the electoral and
education systems in Chile. Section 3 presents the experimental design including the
treatments, data, randomization, take up, and spillovers. Section 4 presents the empirical
strategy, and Section 5 presents the main findings including robustness checks and
extensions. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

It is worth noticing that, in contrast to information on corruption, which is bad news per se, in our case
the information may be good or bad news depending on the actual outcomes. In this sense, our work is
related to the papers by Buntaine et al. (2016) and Arias et al. (2015) included in the Metaketa project
by Dunning et al. (2019).
4
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2. Background
a. Mayors and Public Education in Chile
With a population of around 18 million people, Chile is organized at the local level into 345
municipalities. The mayor is the head of the local government, and her responsibilites include
managing financial resources; provision of municipal and national public goods in the
municipality including public schools; plus strategic planning including building permits,
garbage collection, and implementing some health and education policies. Local elections
are held every four years. The mayor is directly elected by a majority system.
Municipalities also have a council of six to ten members, depending on their population, who
are elected by a proportional system.5 As shown in Table 1, a large majority of mayors run
for reelection (over 80%), and over 60% of rerunning mayors are reelected.

Chile has a school choice system with public and private providers with public funding,
where 35% of students attend public schools, 56% voucher schools, and 9% to private
schools that do not receive public funds (Mineduc, 2018). Mayors oversee public schools,
which are known as “municipal schools.” The mayor appoints the head of the municipal
school system, from a shortlist selected by the Public Service Commission via a public

After the recovery of democracy in 1990, Chilean politics was generally organized around two main
coalitions: Concertación, then Nueva Mayoría, in the center-left, and Alianza por Chile, then Chile Vamos,
in the center-right. Figure 1 in the Appendix shows the support for each coalition in the mayoral elections.
The percentage of mayors from these two coalitions historically was above 70%. Thus, the analysis of
results in this paper focuses on those coalitions.
5
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contest. The mayor choses the requirements for the candidate, sets the objectives and goals
for the municipal school system, and assesses its performance annually. The head of the
municipal school system is responsible for the administration of human, material and
financial resources of public schools, and the design and implementation of a strategy for the
improvement of local public education. 6
Since 1988, Chile has a yearly nationwide a test to assess the quality of education, which is
called SIMCE (in Spanish, an acronym for System of measurement of the quality of
education). SIMCE is administered to more than 90% of students, annually to 4 th graders,
and depending on the year, to 6th, 8th, or 10th graders. It includes math, Spanish, natural
sciences and history and social sciences.
Since almost 90% of parents have to answer the SIMCE parent survey at least once in a
child’s school life, it is safe to assume that most parents know of the SIMCE. Despite being
aware of the existence of SIMCE and considering it a reliable instrument, parents are
generally misinformed about schools’ outcomes (Allende et al., 2019). 7 In fact, according to
a CEP survey, 60% of respondents with a school-age child report knowing the most recent
SIMCE scores of their child’s school, but when asked about the rough score, 80% do not
actually know (CEP Survey, June-July 2011). Likewise, the VI National Survey “Actors of
the Educational System,” from 2006 (CIDE, 2006), reveals that 73% of parents know what
the SIMCE is, but only 21% say they know the score for their child’s school. Therefore, it is
unlikely that voters are precisely informed of education test scores at the municipality level.
In this paper, we report voters math and language results because these subjects are the only
ones assessed annually and thus for which we have data for all the years in our period of
analysis. As well, we only consider 4th grade results, because this is the only grade assessed
annually for the period of our study and because younger children usually go to schools near
their homes and thus municipality plays a larger role in potential educational outcomes.
There is an ongoing reform in which the management of local public schools will transfer from the 345
municipalities to 70 school districts by 2025, according to the Ministerio de Educación, Chile (2017).
However the implementation is currently delayed and the projection is that the transition will not be
finished until 2027 at the earliest.
7 Results in Allende et al. (2019) confirm that parents are not fully informed on their children’s school
results. This paper shows that the provision of information about schools’ test scores changed the
primary school choices of treated households, improving the education outcomes of their children six
years after the intervention took place.
6
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SIMCE results reveal there is great variation in public school results at the municipality level.
Figure 1 presents the average test scores after controlling for socioeconomic status proxies
for municipalities both in levels and in changes with respect to the previous mayoral period. 8
There is a notably high level of heterogeneity across municipalities and time. Finally, it is
important to note that educational results at the municipality level might be considered as a
proxy of the general quality of the mayor. Notably there are strong correlations between
SIMCE test scores and other measures of municipal performance, such as the risk of crime
or the maintenance of parks (see Table 1 in the Appendix).

Figure 1: Variation in Education across Municipalities
Panel A: Levels

Panel B: Changes

Education is a top priority issue in Chilean politics at both the national level and at the local
one. For example at the national level education ranked fourth on Chilean’s main priorities
for the government, and at the local level, it ranked third among the priorities for a mayor,
only after health and crime prevention (see Figure 2).

8

SIMCE’s scale has a mean of 250 points and a standard deviation of 50 points.

8

Figure 2: Voters’ priorities
In your opinion, what would be the three themes of priority for a mayor?
(Total sums 300%, don't knows excluded)
Health centers
Crime prevention
Municipal schools
Corruption
Garbage collection and street cleaning
Paving and maintenance of sidewalks and streets
Transparency in
Street lighting
Provision of green areas and community equipment
Public spaces
Traffic

Source: CEP August 2016
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b. 2016 Municipal Elections in Chile
During the 2010s there were two reforms that affect the election studied in this paper. First,
in 2012, Chile moved from a system with mandatory voting and voluntary registration to a
system with voluntary voting and automatic registration. At that point, 32% of the adult
population was not registered to vote. Most of them were young people, given that 89% of
the population eligible to vote registered to participate in the 1988 national referendum, in
which people voted for or against the continuity of Augusto Pinochet’s regime. Registration
rates among new generations of adults decreased after that, leading to a strongly age-biased
electoral roll. For the 2009 election, only 20% of citizens between 20 and 24 were registered
to vote. Under the previous system, especially among the young, registration was a strong
sign of political interest.
When automatic registration was introduced, non-registered people were assigned to existing
polling stations, according to the order of their national ID number, with the restriction that
no polling station could have more than 350 voters. When all existing polling stations were
full, new stations were created, and for the 2016 election, they represented 20% of total

9

polling stations.9 In addition, under the old system polling stations were segregated by
gender, whereas under the new system, they are mixed.10
As a result, old and new polling stations are strikingly different in terms of whether their
voters registered voluntarily (before 2012) or automatically (after 2012), and in terms of age
and gender composition. Appendix Figure 2 presents the differences in the composition of
old and new polling stations in these three dimensions. In sum, in old polling stations, most
voters registered voluntarily, there are fewer young people, and it is more likely that they
have a large majority of voters of a single gender; meanwhile new polling stations are mostly
composed of young people who were automatically registered and are generally mixed in
terms of gender. Also, generally voters in old polling stations have a much longer personal
electoral history.
Second, the local election we study in this paper was the first after stringent restrictions of
political campaigns were applied in April 2016. The new law shortened the campaign period,
reduced the limits for electoral spending and for contributions to each candidate, increases
transparency for electoral campaign contributions and electoral spending, regulates political
signage (where it can be placed and the size of posters and signs), and imposes higher
sanctions against electoral offences (Ministerio del Interior, 2016). Thus, it is likely that
information in this election was relatively more valuable, given the context of less
information than in previous elections. Indeed, the Espacio Público and Ipsos surveys in 2017
revealed, respectively, that 45% and 50% of respondents considered there was less
information about candidates and their programs than in previous campaigns.
The electoral roll is public, including the names and addresses of all voters in each electoral
booth. As well, the National Electoral Office (SERVEL) publishes electoral results at the
polling station level. We use these two sources of information in this paper.

9 When

a voter from an old polling station changed her electoral address to a new municipality, she could
be assigned to a new station. However, changing municipalities is not common. Between the 2012 and
the 2016 local elections, within the treated municipalities, on average 9% of 2012 voters changed their
registration to another municipality. The change rate at the municipality level in our sample ranges from
6 to 22%, with a standard deviation of 2.7 percentage points.
10 When non-registered voters were assigned to existing booths after the 2012 reform, women were
assigned to men’s booths and vice versa, thus, the gender distribution of old booths is also mixed, but
with a gender composition that varies widely depending on the number of new voters assigned to each
polling station (see below).

10

Overall, Chile is a great case for studying accountability in education. Since the electoral
roll is public, and election results are published at the polling station level, we can reach
voters and study their behavior at the polling station level, a much smaller unit than in most
studies. Meanwhile public education depends on the local government and voters consider
it as a main priority, and there is a reliable instrument that annually measures the quality of
schools (SIMCE), which shows great variation across municipalities, and is generally
understood by the public.

3. Research Design
a. The treatments
The intervention consisted of providing voters with information on educational outcomes of
local public schools to assess how that affected electoral outcomes in Chilean local elections
in 2016. Information was provided in a letter to arrive one week before Election Day (October
23). It was sent to all voters in 400 randomly selected polling stations (out of 22,385) in urban
municipalities where the incumbent mayor was running for reelection. The letter included
information on the test scores of local municipal schools in both levels and changes. The
letters included one of two different benchmarks for both levels and changes: the outcomes
of the average municipality (average treatment, Tave hereafter), or those of the best
municipality (maximum treatment, and Tmax hereafter), which was randomized at the polling
station level. In total, we sent 128,033 letters.
On average, polling stations have 334 registered voters, whose addresses are public. Correos
de Chile, the national post office, printed and mailed the letters.11 They were delivered in a
5-business day window, starting on October 12, i.e. eleven days before Election Day.
The appendix presents two examples of the letters sent to voters (in Spanish), one for the
average treatment and one for the maximum treatment (Appendix Figures 3 and 4). The
letters included the voter’s name and address. The heading of the letter reads: “Sunday,
October 23 is Election Day. The municipality is responsible for the administration of

11

Correos de Chile is an autonomous public firm, with a politically independent board.
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municipal schools. These are the results of municipal schools in your municipality in SIMCE
4th grade test, which measures learning outcomes.” Thus, in the first place, the letter informs
there are elections. It also showed two figures of relative performance of the voter’s
municipality, one for levels and one for changes. We decided to provide information on these
two dimensions, because both seem relevant to assess a mayor’s performance, and this was
confirmed in the pre-testing of the letter.
In the case of levels of SIMCE results, the scores of the 4th grade test were corrected to reflect
the value added by schools by controlling for a set of socioeconomic outcomes. For this
purpose, we estimated the following equation:
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝛽 + 𝛽 𝑃𝑜𝑝 + 𝛽 𝑅𝑢𝑟 + 𝛽 𝑅𝑢𝑟 + 𝛽 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 𝛽 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟 + ∑ 𝛽 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑒 ,
where, for municipality 𝑖, 𝑉𝑢𝑙 corresponds to the students’ vulnerability index, 𝑃𝑜𝑝 to
population, 𝑅𝑢𝑟 to the percentage of rural population, 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟 to the number of poor students
in public schools, and 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑒 to the municipality type according to the central government’s
classification k. We proxy school’s “value-added” using the residuals of this regression: 𝑒 .
Residuals from this regression are a measure of the performance of local public schools after
controlling for municipality socioeconomic and demographic characteristics in order to make
it comparable across municipalities.12 Throughout the paper, we call this measure “corrected
SIMCE.” In the letter, when we use this measure, the benchmark refers to “comparable
municipalities.”
As for the changes, we take the SIMCE 4th grade average score of 2013-2015, i.e. three
fourths of the current electoral period in 2016 and subtract the average of the previous
mayoral period (2009-2012).13 This is a measure of improvement in the quality of education
provided by the local government.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of corrected SIMCE and SIMCE score changes for the
municipalities in the sample. It is visually clear that the two measures provide different types
of information. It is also relevant to note that both of these measures are uncorrelated to the

Appendix Table 2 presents the results of the regression used to generate the residuals. The R 2 of the
regression is 0.22.
13 Data for the last year of the current mayoral period was not available at the time of the experiment.
12
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political coalition of the municipality’s mayor (see Appendix Figure 4). Therefore, there is
no political bias in providing information on these measures.

Figure 3: Correlations between changes and levels

The average treatment (see Appendix Figure 3) included a graph showing the performance
of the municipality plus that of the average (comparable) municipality. The maximum
treatment (Appendix Figure 4)

included a graph showing the performance of the

municipality plus that of the best (comparable) municipality. Certainly, the maximum
treatment offers a more demanding benchmark.
The letter was pretested with focus groups and in surveys focusing on people with a low
educational level, in collaboration with an independent consulting agency (MANO A MANO
Consulting). There were several iterations until the letter reached a level where people
understood the information in it and also seemed to care about it. As well, people trusted the
13

source of the information that appeared in the letter (the Pontifical Catholic University of
Chile)trusted.

b. Data
The main source of data for this research is the Chilean electoral office, SERVEL. Data is at
the polling station level and includes whether polling stations are new or old. It also includes
the results of the 2016 local elections, and the age 14 and gender composition of polling
stations. Results of the 2012 local election are available for 94% of the polling stations; the
rest of the polling stations were created after 2012 to include new voters who turned 18 since
then and people who changed from one municipality to another. We also use data from the
2013 and 2017 presidential elections in some robustness checks. 15
The SIMCE test scores come from the Chilean Quality of Education Agency. Regarding the
data used for the value-added correction, population, the percentage of rurality, the municipal
students’ vulnerability index, and the number of poor students in public schools come from
the National System of Municipal Information, SINIM; 16 and the municipality type comes
from SUBDERE (2005). Data used to measure voters’ prior beliefs on the quality of
education at the polling station level come from the SIMCE parent surveys and was merged
with the electoral roll data by the Chilean Quality of Education Agency. Finally, data on
electoral campaign spending comes from SERVEL.
Appendix Table 3 presents selected summary statistics.

The age composition of booths is in 5-year ranges.
The electoral law establishes that when two or more booths have fewer than 175 registered voters
each, and no more than 350 in total, they may be merged, and work as one single booth. Electoral results
of merged booths are only calculated aggregately. Our sample contains 1,072 merged booths, and we
treat them as single booths. Whenever a treated polling station is merged, we deal with the treatment
variable as an intensity of treatment (i.e. ½ if one of two merged booths was treated). Merged booths in
2016 do not necessarily correspond to merged booths in 2012. Thus, to construct the 2012 results for
merged booths in 2016, we assume that the results in merged booths in 2012 were distributed evenly
among the single booths that were merged, and then sum up the results of the single booths that were
merged in 2016. In any case, the results are robust to excluding merged booths (see the robustness
checks section).
16 Available at www.sinim.gov.cl.
14
15
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c. Sample: selection of municipalities
The study focuses on urban municipalities where the incumbent mayor was running for
reelection in 2016. We define urban municipalities as those with a population greater than
50,000 and with less than 20% of the population living in a rural area. The purpose of
focusing on urban municipalities was twofold: education data is more reliable for larger
municipalities, and they have a larger number of polling stations, making spillovers less of
an issue. With these requirements, the total sample amounts to 59 municipalities out of 346. 17
The number of polling stations in a municipality ranges from 101 to 1,168 in our sample,
with an average of 379.18

d. Randomization and Estimation
Assignment of treatment was at the polling station level, stratified by municipality and by
the gender composition of polling stations (in terciles of the percentage who are female). 19
We excluded one additional municipality because value-added estimations of test scores were not
robust to different specifications. Formally, the condition was that the maximum difference across
specifications could not be greater than 10 test score points (i.e., 20% of a standard deviation of the score
at the student level). The specifications considered at this stage excluded the different controls
sequentially, keeping the students' vulnerability index across all specifications.
18 Municipalities in the sample are: Alto Hospicio, Antofagasta, Buin, Calama, Calera, Cerrillos, Cerro
Navia, Chiguayante, Chillán, Colina, Concepción, Concón, Copiapó, Coronel, Coyhaique, Curicó, El Bosque,
Estación Central, Huechuraba, La Cisterna, La Florida, La Granja, La Reina, La Serena, Lo Barnechea, Lo
Espejo, Macul, Maipú, Osorno, Padre Hurtado, Pedro Aguirre Cerda, Penco, Peñaflor, Peñalolén,
Providencia, Pudahuel, Puente Alto, Puerto Montt, Punta Arenas, Quilicura, Quillota, Quilpué, Quinta
Normal, Rancagua, Recoleta, San Antonio, San Bernardo, San Felipe, San Joaquín, San Miguel, San Pedro
de la Paz, San Ramón, Temuco, Tomé, Valdivia, Valparaíso, Villa Alemana, Viña del Mar, and Vitacura.
19 Specifically, the randomization was implemented considering two different dimensions in order to
define the strata:
1. First, we treat at least three polling stations for each treatment in each municipality (the
maximum integer divisor of 200 — the total number of polling stations assigned to each
treatment arm — among 59 is three). By this procedure, we assigned treatment status to 354
polling stations.
2. In each municipality, we define three strata based on the voting booth's gender composition.
One polling station from each treatment arm was assigned to each stratum in every municipality.
3. The 46 remaining booths were assigned according to the following procedure:
i)
No more than one extra polling station was assigned to any municipality.
ii)
We ensured balance across the three gender-composition strata defined at the national
level, so that two of the gender strata received eight extra booths in each treatment arm, and
one received only seven. The strata that received one less polling station was selected
randomly.
iii)
We ensured balance across educational performance at the municipality level. We classified
municipalities into four groups according to whether performance was above or below
17
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In each municipality in the sample, there are six or seven treated polling stations with three
or four in each treatment arm.
We adopt the standard specification to analyze randomized experiments by separately
identifying the impacts of each treatment on outcomes. In our case, we also want to study
whether the content of the letters affects the treatment’s effect. Thus our main estimating
equation is:
𝑦
𝑇

=𝛼+𝜃∗𝑇

+𝜅∗𝑇

+𝜎∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇

+ 𝛽 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇

+ 𝛹 ∗ ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇

+ 𝛾𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗
+ 𝑋´

𝜇+𝜏 +𝜀

where y is the relevant outcome in polling station s in municipality m, 𝑇

(1)
is a treatment

indicator for receiving information on mayor outcomes using the average performance as
benchmark, 𝑇

is a treatment indicator for receiving the maximum performance as

benchmark, SIMCE is corrected SIMCE (as defined in Section 3.a), ∆SIMCE is the change
in SIMCE in the mayoral term, X is a vector of control variables (including the age and
gender composition, and the number of registered voters in the booth), and  captures
municipality fixed effects.
This specification allows testing several implications. 𝜃 and  capture the direct effects of
receiving the letter with the average and maximum treatments respectively (i.e., when SIMCE
and SIMCE are equal to 0). In turn,  and ( and ) capture the effects of the content of
the letter when receiving the average (maximum) treatment. Then, we can test different
hypotheses. For example whether people react differently to SIMCE and SIMCE (i.e.
whether  is different from , and  is different from ) or whether, given the same type of
information, people react differently to the benchmarks provided by the two treatments (i.e.
whether  is different from , and  is different from ).
In terms of interpretation, estimates from equation (1) correspond to intention to treat (ITT)
estimates, as they capture the effect of sending the letter to voters in the relevant polling
stations. Note that some of the addresses may have been incorrect and some of the letters

average in both performance level and changes. Each of these groups received the eight
extra booths except for one randomly selected group that received seven.
As for the sequence, we first selected municipality-gender strata to receive the extra booth, and then we
randomized the assignment within each selected stratum.
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may have been received by other persons or simply not read.20 In addition, we are aware of
some limited degree of spillovers.21 Both phenomena, i.e. possible problems with take up and
spillovers imply the estimates are not the same as the effects of the actual letter, although
spillovers are probably not large enough to importantly affect the estimation (Sävje et al.
2019). In any case, both problems imply attenuation bias, meaning that estimates from
equation (1) probably correspond to lower bounds of the true effects.

4. Results
This section starts by analyzing balance across the experimental groups and then separately
describes our main results for old and new polling stations. In both cases, we present
regressions for three dependent variables at the polling station level: voter turnout, support

In fact, for the 2016 election there was a public controversy between the Electoral Office and the Civil
Registrar Service, which provides the Electoral Office with information on address changes because 3.5%
of registered people were subject of involuntary electoral address change. See
http://www.t13.cl/noticia/politica/registro-civil-atribuye-cambios-involuntarios-domicilio-electoralajustes-informaticos. Unfortunately, the Chilean Postal Service was unable to provide data on the actual
delivery of letters to treated voters. To try to quantify the relevance of this phenomenon, we use data
from other sources to document that address changes are not very frequent in Chile; 78% of the
population in the municipalities in the experiment have lived in the same house for at least five years,
and 58% have done so for at least ten years (Minvu 2015). Importantly, there are no relevant differences
in these figures by the income level of the municipality, nor by gender, although differences by age are
somewhat larger (Minvu 2015 and Casen 2017). The relative similarity across key variables reduces the
concern of possible biases due to selective take up. As well, this gives strength to the heterogeneity
analyses in Section 5.d. Finally, probably a relevant part of the household mobility was correctly reflected
by the electoral roll. As said above, between 2012 and 2016, within the treated municipalities, on average
9% of 2012 voters changed their registration to another municipality. All in all, these exercises suggest
that the partial take up of the treatment due to changes of address is probably a minor issue and is not
strongly related to observable characteristics of the voters.
21 It is worth noting that we sent the letters to a small share of booths within each municipality (from 0.6
to 7%, with a mean of 1.8%) and just a few days before the election in order to isolate the intervention
from possible candidates’ reactions to the treatment and to avoid spillovers. Still, we are aware that in a
few municipalities the report cards were disseminated through social networks. There must have been
some extent of word of mouth dissemination as well, especially between individuals living in the same
home. This implies that part of the voters in the control group may have actually received treatment. We
should note, however, that only 9% of Chilean people often follow political issues in social networks; and
60% say they never talk about politics, neither with family nor with friends (CEP 2018). Plus, an analysis
of a sample of 40,000 tweets for the period of our intervention using the Harvard CGA Geotweet Archive
revealed no tweets with references to our experiment.
20
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for the incumbent, and support for the main challenger,22 all of them measured in number of
votes.23 Finally, we present a few robustness checks, extensions, and heterogeneity exercises.

a. Balance across Treatment Arms
Table 2 presents balance tests in the main variables for our sample across each of our
treatment arms, Tave and Tmax, and the control group. The F-tests presented at the bottom of
columns (4) to (6) do not reject overall balance in any of the cases. In terms of individual
balance, no variable is unbalanced between Tave and Tmax. For two variables, the average of
Tave is different from the control group: the number of registered votes and turnout in 2012.
In turn, the average of Tmax is different from the control group in the number of registered
votes and support of the Alianza coalition. Still, the differences in averages for these variables
across groups do not seem to be substantially relevant.

Appendix Table 4 shows that there are no effects of the treatments on the sum of void and blank votes.
This implies that support for all the challengers can be recovered as the difference of the effect on turnout
minus the effect on support for the incumbent.
23Unsurprisingly, results are robust to measuring these variables as percentages of total registered voters
or total votes cast.
22
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Notice that the estimation of equation (1) implies identifying the effects of variables that vary
both within municipalities (such as Tave and Tmax) and across municipalities (like SIMCE and

SIMCE). Thus, in Table 3 we present the results of a test of running equation (1) for the
2012 municipal election (notice we can do this for old polling stations only since 32% of new
polling stations were created after 2012). Results reveal that one coefficient () is different
from zero, meaning that the control and treatment groups are not balanced in this dimension,
which combines a variable that varies within municipalities (𝑇

) and another that varies

across municipalities (SIMCE). Specifically the random assignment of treatment resulted in
treated polling stations in municipalities with higher average SIMCE scores, having
significantly lower turnout and votes for the incumbent.

Next, we investigate whether this is a specific feature of the 2012 municipal election or
something more permanent. Thus we also estimate equation (1) but for the 2013 and 2017
presidential elections (not included in our experiment) and for the 2016 municipal elections
(included in our experiment).24 Certainly, elections before 2016 were not possibly affected

We construct a proxy for the share of support for the incumbent mayor in the presidential election by
imputing the support for presidential candidate from the mayor’s political coalition. For this purpose, we
focus on municipalities with an incumbent mayor from the two main political coalitions in Chile, we
24
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by our treatment, and it is unlikely that a letter received in 2016 informing about municipal
schools quality in the context of local elections had an effect on the presidential election one
year later.
Figure 4 presents the results for these estimates of . There seems to be a kind of permanent
feature of our randomly selected treatment polling stations present in all the elections in
which the treatment was not applied — we were truly unlucky. The 2016 municipal election,
our case study, is clearly different. Results in all elections, except for 2016 are large, negative,
and generally statistically significant at the 90% level, whereas in 2016 there is a clear change
in the results with the estimated coefficient moving upwards. In other words, treated polling
stations have a kind of permanent feature implying lower turnout and support for the
incumbent in face of higher SIMCE, and this feature disappears due to our treatment in 2016.

Figure 4: Effect of Treatment times corrected SIMCE in several Elections, all polling
stations
Panel A:

Panel B:

Effects on Turnout

Effects on Support for the Incumbent
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Figure 4 suggests that we are in a context of parallel trends in which there is a systematic
imbalance in the non-experimental years. For this reason, in our estimations for old polling

classify presidential candidates into these two coalitions, and define voting for the incumbent coalition
as voting for a presidential candidate from the same coalition as the incumbent mayor.
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stations we estimate equation (1) using the change in y between 2016 and 2012 as the lefthand side variable.25 Note that this imbalance arises out of luck and, therefore is not a signal
of any kind of selection bias.

b. Results for old polling stations
Table 3 presents the main results. We start analyzing the effects on voter turnout in columns
(1) to (4). Instead of estimating all the effects included in equation (1), we start by estimating
the direct effects of sending the letters without considering the effects of their content (i.e.
assuming that ) in column (1). We do not find statistically significant effects for
either the average and the maximum treatment. Next, we study the effects of Tmax in column
(2) considering both its direct effects and the effects of the letter content. Again, we find no
effects. The case of Tave is different, we find that voters react to the information of corrected
SIMCE by increasing turnout as SIMCE results increase. This result is confirmed in column
(4) where we estimate all the elements of equation (1) together. Results imply that voters
only react to the information when provided with an average benchmark and considering
levels of test scores (and not changes). Overall, these results imply that the extensive margin
of voter turnout responds to the educational outcomes of the incumbent mayor.

25 Notice that as

we use two municipal elections, this is equivalent to a difference-in-difference estimator,
except because the control variables are not in changes.
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Columns (5) to (12) present results for the treatments’ effects on support for the incumbent
and the main challenger. This allows for decomposing the effect on the extensive margin in
support for the two main candidates. Results for the incumbent’s support mainly match the
effect on turnout, implying that almost all the effects on the extensive margin translate into
more or fewer votes for the incumbent without a clear effect on support for the main
challenger. In order to get a sense of the orders of magnitude, Figure 5 visually presents the
results in differences. An increase of 10 points in the corrected SIMCE score (note that 14
municipalities in our sample experienced SIMCE changes of a magnitude of at least 10 points
in the last mayoral term) increases turnout by about 3.5 votes (corresponding to about 1.1
p.p. increase in turnout) and increases support for the incumbent by about 2.7 votes
(corresponding to about 1.9 percent in support for the incumbent among valid votes). These
are important effects; consider that in two out of the 59 municipalities in the sample the
margin of victory was less than 2 percentage points.26 It is also remarkable that support for
the challenger does not change much with either good or bad news on the performance of the
current mayor, suggesting that local elections with a rerunning mayor work more as a sort of
revocatory referendum on the mayor’s job than as a contest between the mayor and the
challenger.27

As an additional reference, in six municipalities it was less than 3 points.
One interpretation of these results relates to the contrasting findings in Ferraz and Finan (2008) and
Chong et al. (2015) about the effect of information of corruption audits on voter turnout and incumbent
support. While the former paper finds a zero effect on turnout in a context of mandatory voting, the latter
paper finds a significant effect on turnout under voluntary voting. Thus, one possibility is that the strong
effect on turnout we find is due to our voluntary voting context.
26
27
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Figure 5: Marginal Effects
Panel A:

Panel B:

Effects on Turnout

Effects on Support for the Incumbent

Several papers in the literature argue that information should more strongly affect behavior
when it provides “news,”, i.e. information not incorporated in voter priors beliefs (e.g., Arias
et al., 2018; Gallego et al., 2020). The information provided in the letter may come as a
surprise for some of them but may be a confirmation for other voters. We expect the first
case to have stronger effects on outcomes if the letter provides additional information. This
is important if voters have heterogeneous priors about the quality of public education across
municipalities. We construct a proxy of prior beliefs about public school quality from a
universal survey given to parents of school aged children (which is part of the SIMCE
package). Figure 6 presents an added value plot that relates the expectations of public school
quality (standardized) and corrected SIMCE, at the municipality level. As it is evident, while
both outcomes are positively correlated, there are several municipalities in which parents’
beliefsare different than what learning outcomes suggest.
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Figure 6
School Quality: Correlation between Prior Beliefs and Outcomes at the Municipality
Level

We extend equation (1) by adding interactions of the treatment dummies with a measure of
prior beliefs at the polling station level. 28 Results for old polling stations are presented in
Table 4, and are very similar to previous results (if anything they are larger). This suggests
that the letter provided new information to voters, which was not part of their prior beliefs,
and that they respond mostly to the “news” as expected. 29

28 Our

measure of priors about education quality at the polling station level was constructed thanks to
the collaboration of the Chilean Quality of Education Agency. We submitted the list of Chilean
identification numbers by polling station, and they labeled them with fake ID numbers, linking parents
with the encrypted IDs of students SIMCE test. With these, we can calculate measures of average priors
by polling station. We weight the regressions including priors with the number of observations of parents
by polling station.
29 An alternative explanation for this may be that people only hold vague priors in the case of education
(Allende et al., 2019), which may not be the case for other issues such as corruption (e.g., Arias et al.
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2018). However, as despicted in Figure 6 there is strong correlation between priors and educational
quality, at least at the municipality level.
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Finally, Table 5 presents the results for an asymmetric specification in which we allow the
effects to be different for good and bad news. 30 The results imply that providing negative
“news” has a much stronger effect than positive “news.” Indeed, reporting a SIMCE of -10
implies a reduction by 5.37 total votes (significant at the 95% level), and a reduction of 5.47
votes for the incumbent (significant at the 99% level). Interestingly, again the effects on the
extensive margin (turnout) translate almost one-to-one into support for the incumbent. In
turn, the results of reporting a positive corrected SIMCE are not statistically different from
zero. These results, presented visually in Figure 7, imply that voters respond much more to
“bad news” than to “good news.” This finding is consistent with the fact that individuals tend
to adjust their expectations upward faster than downward (Duesenberry 1949; Burchardt
2005; Ward 2015), and that, similarly, tend to be more averse to losses than to corresponding
gains (Kahneman and Tversky 1979).

30

The asymmetric specification is of the form:

𝑦

= 𝛼+𝜃∗𝑇

+𝜅∗𝑇
+ 𝛽 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
∗𝑇
+ 𝛽 ∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
∗𝑇
+ 𝛾 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇
+𝜎 ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
∗𝑇
+ 𝜎 ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
∗𝑇
+ 𝛹 ∗ ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇
+ 𝑋´ 𝜇 + 𝜏 + 𝜀

+ 𝛾 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 ∗ 𝑇
∗𝑇
+ 𝛹 ∗ ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸

Where 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
and ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
correspond to 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 and ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 , respectively, if 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 and
∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 are nonnegative, and zero otherwise; and 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
and ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
correspond to 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸
and ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 , respectively, if 𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 and ∆𝑆𝐼𝑀𝐶𝐸 are negative, and zero otherwise.
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Overall, results for old polling stations imply that voters react to news on educational
outcomes, specifically to information on levels and when using an average benchmark. This
reaction operates mainly through the extensive margin, increasing turnout and support for
the incumbent mayor, without an effect on support for challengers. We also observe that the
reactions seem to be asymmetric in the sense that voters react more strongly to negative than
to positive news.
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Figure 7: Marginal Effects for Asymmetric Specification
Panel A:

Panel B:

Effects on Turnout

Effects on Support for the Incumbent

b. Results for new polling stations
Table 6 presents the results for new polling stations, following the same structure as Table 4.
Columns (1), (5), and (9) imply that the direct effects of the treatments seem to be negative
on turnout (but with imprecisely estimated coefficients) and have an interesting pattern on
candidates’ support; while the maximum treatment seems to decrease support for the
incumbent, the average treatment seems to decrease support for the main challenger. This
may be explained by the maximum treatment being harsher on the incumbent. However, the
results in the rest of the columns do not suggest that voters react to the actual contents of the
letters, as none of the coefficients is statistically significant, and in several cases they present
the “wrong” sign.
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Thus, our reading of these results is that they seem to suggest that the letter per se is affecting
the decisions of these voters, who have less electoral experience in local elections in the
current municipality than those in the old polling stations. 31 Also note that the number of new
polling stations is one fourth that of old polling stations, implying less statiscal power.
c. Extension and Robustness Exercises
We now proceed to discuss extensions and robustness exercises related to our main results.
We present several results in the Appendix tables and discuss the principal ones in the main
text.
Results presented in Figure 4 imply that the main estimates of the paper using changes in
electoral outcomes are not an artifact of some underlying trend. We formally test this in Table
7, running a placebo regression for the presidential elections in differences. The specification
is the same as that in our main equation, but using the differences in the outcomes of the 2017
and 2013 presidential elections in the left side. As expected if our identification assumptions
are correct, we do not find effects for the interaction of the treatment with the corrected
SIMCE.

31

Results for the asymmetric specification for new booths are in Appendix Table 5.
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Second, the results are robust to the exclusion of merged polling stations (in Appendix Tables
6 and 7). We also present results for both old and new polling stations together in differences
(imputing 2012 values from the electoral district for new polling stations) in Appendix Table
8. In this case, unsurprisingly, we get results similar to the old polling station estimates (as
they represent 80% of the total polling stations).
Third, a relevant extension is whether the treatment has an effect on the election of the
municipality council. Local campaigns in Chile are strongly organized around parties and
political coalitions and councilors actually often run campaigns together with candidates for
mayors. In addition, the complexity of the election of councilors (with many unknown
candidates for between 6 and 10 slots) suggest that voters may use information from the
mayor’s election as cues when voting for councilors (e.g., Ansolabehere et al. 2006), thus the
letters may also affect that election (see Appendix Figure 6 with examples of campaign
posters and of a ballot for a councilor election). 32
Thus, we study whether the treatment spills over to the councilors’ election. Table 9 presents
the results for old polling stations: there is an almost one-to-one correspondence between the

32 Indeed, the partial correlation between turnout for the mayoral election and for the councilors’ election

in the control group is 0.93. The correlation between support for the mayor and the councilors in the
mayor’s coalition is 0.88 in the control group.
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effects for mayoral elections and those for councilors. In the case of turnout, the interaction
between the average treatment and corrected SIMCE passes from 0.354 in the mayor’s
election to 0.333 for councilors. This makes sense, because mayor and councilors elections
are concurrent and voters who are at the ballor box are compelled to vote in both of them. In
the case of support for the incumbent, this interaction passes from 0.271 in the mayor’s
election to 0.245 in support for pro-incumbent councilors, defined as those from the
incumbent’s coalition.33

d. Heterogeneity Analyses
We analyze whether the estimates of our main coefficient of interest,  (the effect of SIMCE
for polling stations treated with the average treatment), are different for polling stations with
different types of voters (Table 10, Panel A) and for polling stations located in municipalities
of different characteristics (Table 10, Panel B). 34 Overall, we lack power to find statistically
significant differences by voter type in polling stations or by type of municipality. However,
differences in point estimates are suggestive of relevant heterogeneities across several
dimensions, which are large and consistent and may still be indicative of what groups have
stronger effects and, therefore, may help us understand some of the mechanisms driving the
results.

As in previous cases, we focus on old booths and present results for new booths in Appendix Table 9.
We only report the effects for  after estimating the complete specification in equation (1). We also
report average treatment effects as a reference in Table 10 in each Panel.
33
34

31

32

We begin with the estimation of heterogeneities in polling stations with different average
age,35 gender composition,36 and support for the incumbent mayor in the 2012 election.37
Results by gender do not reveal consistent patterns (they suggest that turnout in polling

We have the share of voters in each polling station in the following age intervals: 18-29, 30-59, 60-80.
Using this information, we create an index for the average age in each booth.
36 We split the sample in booths above and below the median in each dimension.
37 We split the sample in booths with more or less than 50% of the votes for the incumbent mayor in the
2012 election.
35

33

stations with more women tend to be more affected in terms of turnout, but less affected in
terms of support for the incumbent). In turn, results by age consistently suggest that the
effects are larger and only significant for polling stations with older voters. This may be
explained by older voters being more involved in the political process or more interested in
education outcomes. We also test for differential effects by combinations of age and gender
but found no clear patterns (not shown for reasons of space). Finally, we find that the effects
are much stronger in polling stations where the incumbent mayor had a greater share of the
vote in 2012. This suggests that voters who are more likely to have voted for the current
mayor react more strongly to new information on her performance. This may actually explain
the stronger results we find for old polling stations since they are more likely to be part of
the incumbent’s constituency.
Panel B presents heterogeneous effects by municipal characteristics. Treatment effects are
larger in municipalities where the incumbent belongs to the right-wing political coalition
(Alianza), however, the effects are far from statistically different. In turn, we do not see
relevant differences by the share of public school enrollment in different municipalities. This
contrasts with results by income levels, which, despite being non-significant, suggest that
poorer municipalities react more strongly to the treatment. This is probably explained by
these voters lacking educational outcome information (as documented in Allende et al.,
2019). Notice that since there are no heterogeneous effects by public school enrollment, this
income effect is unlikely to be related to poorer municipalities having a larger share of
students in public schools. Next, we do not see clear differences by municipality size
(measured using population), since the magnitude and significance of the coefficients point
in different directions. At last, there are no clear patterns by the amount of (official) electoral
spending in the incumbent’s campaign.
Overall, heterogeneity results suggest that the information intervention is most useful for
relatively old voters from poor municipalities. This probably relates to contexts with a
combination of more information frictions and more demand and appreciation for mayoral
outcomes.
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6. Conclusion
Citizens are often confronted with the challenge of voting for politicians without precise
information on their performance. This challenge is even more pressing when trying to deal
with complex outcomes of the politicians’ actions, which require both having benchmarks
and processing raw information to assess the value added of politicians’ job. Our paper
examines the electoral effects of providing information on the quality of educational
provision of incumbent mayors. We designed and implemented a randomized experiment in
Chile, where local governments oversee public schools, there is good information about
educational outcomes, and the electoral roll is public. We sent 128,033 letters to voters with
information on performance of local public schools in test scores (levels and changes),
alternating between two different yardsticks (average and maximum educational
performance).
Our results show that being informed of a better relative performance increases turnout,
which translates almost one-to-one in support for the incumbent and produces spillovers to
the election of local councilors. We also show that these results are robust to controlling for
voters prior beliefs about educational quality, thus suggesting that they are responding to the
news provided. Results are especially strong when educational results are bad, reducing
turnout and the votes for the incumbent. These results seem to be driven by effects among
relatively old voters, by those who supported the mayor in the previous election, and in poor
municipalities. In contrast, our results for voters belonging to new polling stations are less
clear and seem to suggest that voters react more to the letter itself not the information it
contains, with a direct negative effect on turnout especially when provided with a tougher
yardstick. In terms of the letters’ content, we find that the effects are concentrated in letters
that use average performance as the yardstick, and that voters react much more to outcomes
in levels than in changes.
It is worth emphasizing that we find a series of zero effects on electoral outcomes: no direct
effect of the letters, no effects of information on SIMCE changes, no effects of the maximum
treatment, and no effects on support for the challenger. From a policy perspective, this
suggests that using information to affect the behavior of voters is not an easy task. Moreover,
the fact that our significant effects only operate through vote for the incumbent without any
35

effect on voting for the main challenger implies a limited role for political competition to
make incumbents accountable. Besides, since our effects operate via turnout, bad news are
demobilizing, which may also be problematic.
In terms of policy evaluation and policy implications, our experiment incurred a cost of
USD$0.34 per voter contacted. This is an upper bound of the cost as the anecdotal evidence
of our experiment implies that there was some dissemination of the information to the control
group. This also suggests the possibility of designing policies targeted through social media
or through key actors. Certainly, more research is need.
Taken together, these findings indicate that providing voters with electoral experience with
specific information about outcomes of policies controlled by politicians seems to affect their
voting behavior. This contrasts with the null effects for voters with less previous voting
experience. This suggests that they represent substantially different types of voters, which,
therefore, require different policies and interventions.
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Appendix Figure 1
Support for the Major Coalitions in Mayoral Elections
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Appendix Figure 3
Letter with Average Treatment (Example)
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Appendix Figure 4
Letter with Maximum Treatment (Example)
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Appendix Figure 5
Correlation between SIMCE Changes and Levels, by Political Coalition
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Councilors Campaign Posters and one Ballot for the Councilors Elections (Examples)
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